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Retaining & Boulder Walls.

Low Voltage lighting systems Instalation carries a one year warranty. With some products that

carry a lifetime warranty. 

In the case of lawns,plants and other living things,no guarantee of survival,vigor,ultimate size or appearance,or

Work order #

Customer:

Warranty Statement:

understanding that such work is done entirely at risk of owner with regards to the

The general purpose of this statement is to set forth the terms and conditions under

which New Finish Landscapes & Design ( hereinafter called "Contractor" ) shall

Warrant and uphold for the following work order #

Contractor guarantees all workmanship on Hardscape Projects For 5 Years. This includes  Pavers,

CONDITIONS,LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS: In the case of weed control,no guarantees of 

effectiveness of treatment are made and treatments are made with the express

control of Contractor.

effectiveness of treatment. The same limitation of effectiveness shall apply to renovation,

fertilization,pest control and other similar procedures.

suitability to site conditions is made. Plants that die will be replaced one time at no expense

to owner,provided owner's responsibilities for care and notification are fully met.

Seeded lawns are not guaranteed to germinate and grow,as success of a  seeded lawn is

chiefly determined by watering and care given by owner and is beyond the control of

the Contractor. Sod lawns are guaranteed for fourteen days against infestation of pest

and diseases; otherwise no guarantee is made,because watering and care are beyond the 

Contractor is found. Guarantees shall be effective only if the owner has complied with all

the terms and conditions,payments and other provisions of the contract.

Guarantee period for boxed trees is one year. In all cases with living things,owner must

notify Contractor within twenty-four hours of noticing a problem. Allowing plants,lawns,etc

to die or reach an advanced state of decline before notifying Contractor automatically and

without recourse voids all guarantees on that portion of the project.

In no case shall Contractor honor any guarantee when evidence of abuse,gopher,insect or

other damage,misuse,improper care,or any other condition beyond the control of the


